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Work Design
● Compressed Work Week - Ana, Sarah, Halle

● Flexible Working Hours -Will Boehmer, Masoud, Michael Clubine

● Job Sharing - Jen and Sarah

● Telecommuting  Amang, Grayson, Marko

● Part-Time Work - Jaden Lagrotteria, Cassia Gohl

● Office Layout-Isaac, Andrew

● Shift Work - Nicole, Max, and Galaxy

● Volunteer Work - Nida, Anjali

● Vacation Plans → Jesse, Justin, Eden



Compressed Work Week:  Halle, Sarah, Ana
- Allows employees to work 35-40 hours/week in 

less days than traditionally (becoming required)

- "Instead of lengthening the working day, it should 

be shortened without loss of pay for workers. The 

compressed workweek will lead to health and 

safety issues while shortening the working day will 

vastly improve work-life balance," Rene Magtubo

- The issue: longer hours + commute = 

overwork/stress

- Eliminates overtime pay

- Productivity increases



Flexible Working Hours:  Will, Michael, Masoud
- 43% of American workers working flexible hours  as 

of 2016

- Workers are attracted to flexible hours

- Business leaders are more cautious (Can’t witness 

employees be productive) 

- Flexible work makes the employees more motivated

- Employees have more control over time off 

- Employers have a more efficient use of desks and 

facilities 

- Difficult to achieve fairness for all staff  

 





Job Sharing:  Jen and Sarah
● 2 part-time workers perform a job normally fulfilled by 1 full-time worker

● Offers employees more flexibility without increasing costs and maintaining productivity 

● Available to employers who reduce hours and wages, instead of layoffs

● Allows businesses to retain valued employees, who are close to retirement or  starting 

families, etc. 

●  Employees may desire this when…
○ Issues with “work life balance” 

○ Children or parents to care for

○ Health reasons



Job Sharing (cont.)
More Benefits:

● Coverage - easier to get vacation time

● Accountability encourages accomplishment

● Work satisfaction leads to increased productivity

Problems:

● Division of responsibility

● Knowing who to contact for what

● Availability (delay in communication- and thus productivity)



Telecommuting:  Amang, Grayson, Marko
Working From Home “Remote Work”

● About 1 of 5 University graduates work 
from home 

● Less likely to telecommute if you live 
outside of an urban area 

● 25% were strictly required to work from 
home (Cut Expenses)



Part-Time Work:  Jaden Lagrotteria and Cassia Gohl

● Slow wage growth caused by the rise of 

part-time work

● Unemployment has fallen sharply

● Temporary, flexible and part time work 

putting downward pressure on pay growth

● Workers are hired for short individual jobs 

(cab driving or odd jobs)

● Highly flexible but lack of pay and 

employment rights



Office Layout: Isaac and Andrew

- It started as small cubicles or the same old office

- It has evolved into many different types of offices to keep 

your mind fresh

- The change of scenery helps keep the mind fresh and 

limits procrastination

- Big rooms with different themes

- Companies with creative offices such as google generally 

have more productive and happier employees



Shift Work: Nicole, Gaoxo and Max
*Definition: Work comprising recurring periods in which different groups 
of workers do the same jobs in rotation. (Can be at different day cycle 
times)

● Roughly 15% of full-time wage and salary workers in the U.S. work 
on shifts outside the traditional daytime schedule.

● Most shift workers are in service occupations, like protective 
service (such as police and firefighters), food preparation and 
serving, healthcare, and transportation.

● Can cause “Shift work sleep disorder”- Due to shift rotation 
between nights, mornings, and afternoons. Involves periods of 
insomnia and/or excessive sleepiness

● Long-term night shift work is associated with an increased risk of 
certain cancers, as well as metabolic problems, heart disease, 
ulcers, gastrointestinal problems and obesity.



Shift Work Cont.



Volunteer Work:  Nida, Anjali
A person who voluntarily offers himself/herself for a service 
without pay.

Benefits of volunteering

- Reduces stereotypes 

- Builds self esteem

- Improves technical and human skills

- Known to have a positive impact on students academic skills

Statistics

- In 2014 Myanmar was ranked at the top of the most generous 

nations list for volunteering and donations (92%)

- US ranked 2nd in the most generous nations list for charitable 

donations 

- Canada ranked 4th in the most generous nations list for volunteer 

work



Vacation Plans:  Justin, Eden, Jesse
- Employee’s are afraid of coming back 

due to hefty loads of work 

- Employee’s think they are the only ones 
who can do their job

- Without vacation plans national health 
costs go up by $6 billion 

- Employee’s are more likely to apply if a 
vacation plan is present



Other:  Rick, Morty, Mr. Meeseeks


